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Front  (yards)
Championship  3178
Back  2941
Middle  2666
Forward 2413

Back  (yards)
Championship  2988
Back  2758
Middle  2501
Forward 2166

Total (Slope) (yards)
Champ (123)  6166
Back (118) 5699
Middle (M112;W122) 5167
Forward (W117) 4579

SCENIC GOLF & CC
8364 Filion Rd, Pigeon, MI ● 989.453.3350  www.scenicgolfandcountryclub.com

This is the view of the green on No. 12 green. Notice the different selection of trees around this green with all of 
its color. The Scenic Golf & Country Club is located just off M25 near the Bay Port area. The Scenic is just a short drive 

from the Bay City area using 
Highway M25.  The course has 
quite of few challenging holes 
and has been a favorite spot for 
golf outings in the Thumb area. 

Wind can play a role in club se-
lection or in shaping your shot.

l have played the course many 
times and pace of play is usually 
four hours or less.
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Above, the first hole at the Scenic Golf & Country Club is a short par-4 (340 yards from the tips). Trees on both side will affect your line to the green 
on errant shots. The green, above right, has a couple of tiers with it sloping from back to front.  There is a sand bunker (hidden) to the left of the green. 
Below, is the second hole, an extreme to the first hole, measuring 437 yards with a force carry over the water. Long hitters aim for the 150-yard marker 
while a safer play is to the group of small trees to the right.
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Left, is the view from the green toward the fairway on Hole No. 4 with 
water hazard looming to left side of the green (view from the fairway). 
Below, is the No. 5 hole. The green is on a plateau with a large bunker 
to the left. Bottom ;picture is the view of No. 5 from the green. Notice 
another water hazard just in front of the green.
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The back nine is a little shorter 
than the front nine. 

It starts out that way with the first 
two holes. No. 10 is a little longer 
than No. 1 but it is still relatively 
short measuring 355 yards.

 It is a straight shot with a few 
trees to hamper your wayward shot. 

Below are two pictures of No. 11. 
It is short at 333 yards. 

You want your drive down around 
the 100-yard marker to avoid the 
trees on both sides of the fairway.  

The pin on this day was tucked 
right behind the very small sand 
bunker on the short side of the green. 
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Above, is the No. 13, par-5, 544 yard hole that is ranked as the hardest handicap hole on the course. The water and large sand bunker near the green 
add to the difficulty. Below, is the No. 14 hole, par-4 with a fairway bunker on the left side and bunkers near the green.
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Above, is the 
No. 15, par-3 that 
starts a string of 
the three easiest 
holes (according 
to handicap) on 
the back nine. 

But all three 
holes can come 
back to bite you. 

On the par-3, 
the green is nar-
row with a large 
body of water on 
the left side and a 
couple of bunkers.

Left, is a very 
short par-4. Un-
less, you can drive 
the green, the bet-
ter shot is put the 
ball to the right of 
the bunkers. 

Anything short 
left will roll to-
ward the water.
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The top photo is the No. 17 par 3, 179 yards.  
Not much room on the left and the pond pro-
tects the right side. 

Middle photo, shows the landing area of 
No. 18, 367-yard, par-4. Your shot needs to 
be far enough right to be able to see the green 
area from the corner. 

A large pond protects the green on the right 
side. (left photo) There are large berms on the 
left side of the green.
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Above, is the very spacious clubhouse where outings can meet after the round. Or just go inside to get a sandwich and your favorite beverage before 
making the trip home. Besides having a driving range, Scenic has a very large putting green with several contours.


